2 August 2011

To the immediate, confidential and specific attention of

It was nice to meet you face to face at the meeting this past week.

To inform you about what I believe in and what I do, I am providing you with the following information for which I believe will be mutually beneficial, and as important truly make a difference in the moral fabric and economy of the United States of America.

In summary, I believe individuals and groups must work together to lift each other up for the purposes of economy and more importantly for the protection of the American Dream, God fearing peoples and principles. Following is the background information on our new program.

After over 20 years of research of national and international economics and democracy, in 2008, I created a plan to save the economic and spiritual welfare of our nation. The focus of the plan is primarily on development of strong, ethical, business and inventions to further technology and increase economics in private enterprise and aid individuals and groups in the true meaning of freedom.

The group consists of individuals seeking to maintain and preserve our nation's sovereignty and the Judeo-Christian principles upon which it was built.

This specialized investment program gives private foundations, groups, companies and individuals an opportunity to reserve their asset or securely invest funds in a G1 trade program account, for one to three years*, of which our group matches funds against the assets/funds. The matched funds are then investment traded with a very good return going to the person/group reserving funds.

This type of program allows private individuals and groups a safe way to gain funds for their development projects and day to day expenses as opposed to investing in a volatile stock market.

How are program works:
Once, assets or funds are proven. An agreement is signed and the client's bank sends a testimonial telegraphic telex to the trade program bank(TT). My group's funding arm, will match funds to any of assets*, i.e.: funds or standby letter of credit.